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Research Context 

 

Wales is the first nation to DNA barcode their entire plant flora for biodiversity conservation and other 

environmental applications. Around the world institutions have undertaken the DNA barcoding of a vast array of 

living organisms from animals to plants and microbes to fungi, and these form part of the worldwide Barcode for 

Life Database (BOLD), an Open Access resource for the use of scientists globally. During the last three years, Dr 

Natasha De Vere, Head of Conservation & Research at the National Botanic Garden of Wales, and partners at the 

National Museum of Wales have DNA barcoded all of Wales’ 1143 native flowering plants and conifers. Liggins’ 

body of work Barcode Wales – Beyond The Visible was made in collaboration with De Vere and The National 

Botanic Garden following an invitation from the Welsh Government to join the project. She was invited to produce 

imagery which interprets and investigates the Barcode Wales project and promotes public engagement. 

 

Research Imperatives 

 

Barcodes denote value, and by assigning each plant an individual barcode, the common wildflower is given the 

same value as the rare wild orchid and the aim for this photographic research is to reflect this parity in the 

imagery. The project extends on-going themes within Liggins’ research, which has been concerned with developing 

ways of giving value to landscapes that do not conform to accepted conventions of beauty, for example, 
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wastelands, grasslands, and hedgerows. Her work seeks to counter established views that certain landscapes are 

accorded a lower significance or value than others through the application of alternative photographic practices, 

technologies and processes of making. These include the use of a Baroque photographic aesthetic that celebrates 

disruption, opacity and disorder, and Liggins’ specific focus is how technology and compositional transformations in 

photographic imagery affect the value and meaning ascribed to a range of landscapes.  By creating a sense of 

closeness and semi-abstract disarray Liggins’ aim is to encourage a more immersive viewing experience and 

awareness of her subject. As Wells (2011) observes, Liggins’ use of technology ‘does not allow for an imposition of 

organization’. Wells, L. (2011) Land Matters: Landscape Photography, Culture and Identity London: I.B.Tauris & 

Co Ltd. 

 

Project Methods 

 

During preparatory meetings Liggins and De Vere explored research themes of mutual interest to determine 

connections and possible areas of overlap, with Liggins’ research and photographic practice centring on the 

cultural complexities of values applied to landscape photography, and the absorption of keywords of wilderness, 

sublime and picturesque into the language of photography.  

 

Liggins’ photographed the wild plants growing outside the buildings of the National Botanic Garden of Wales in 

keeping with her research interests, and her methodology differed significantly from previous projects, in that she 
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used a digital camera for the greater part of the photography This encouraged a considerable amount of 

exploration and playfulness since digital images are so instant and so instantly disposable  and the only limitation 

on the number of images she could produce was her time. Viewing the image through the viewfinder became 

irrelevant and most of the images used for the exhibition were achieved by holding the camera within the floral 

clusters. These images fulfilled the aims of the research by relocating the viewer from a fixed position outside the 

subject to an alternative location, apparently embedded within a mutable space and time. The process developed 

intuitively, often based on random decisions, and in complete contrast to the methodical process of extracting 

DNA. 

 
Exhibition at the National Botanic Garden of Wales, Carmarthenshire 
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Outcomes and Dissemination 

 

Barcode Wales — Beyond the Visible was exhibited and widely disseminated as part of Wales Week in China in 

February 2012: 

• Exhibition of 52 large scale photographic prints at one of China’s premier Botanic Gardens, Nanshan 

Botanical Gardens 27th February – 7th May 2012 

  

Nanshan Botanical Garden, Chongqing, China and exhibition installation February – May 2012 
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• Catalogue Barcode Wales — Beyond the Visible ISBN 978-0-9561003 -4- 4.  

• The Exhibition at the Nanshan Botanical Garden (NBG), Chongqing received over one million visitors during 

the three months from February to May 2012. The Wales Week, Chongqing China was launched from the 

exhibition with extensive radio, television and press coverage. The project was fully funded by the Welsh 

Government and the host exhibition centre, including the catalogue (which was designed and printed in 

China), the two week visit to China by Liggins and the Barcode Wales scientist Dr Natasha De Vere and the 

Director of the National Botanic Garden of Wales. This was the first exhibition of its kind at NBG.  

• The exhibition and catalogue was accompanied by a series of lectures at Nanshan Botanical Garden, 

Universities in Chongqing and to environmental groups; a number of radio, press and television interviews 

were given by Liggins and the Barcode Wales chief scientist Natasha De Vere.  

• Nanshan Botanical Garden and the National Botanic Garden of Wales signed a Memorandum of Agreement 

as part of the impact of the exhibition. 

• The work was subsequently exhibited at The National Botanic Garden of Wales, during June 2012 
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Lecture to Chongqing University of Post and Communications, and discussion with students visiting the exhibition 
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Press coverage, television interview and MOA signing between Nanshan Botanical Garden and the National Botanic Garden 

of Wales 
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Dissemination and publicity Barcode Wales — Beyond the Visible 
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Catalogue: Barcode Wales – Beyond the Visible 
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Media coverage of the exhibition in China 
Compiled by Welsh Government Office, Chongqing 
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continued 
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